[Curative effect analysis of different degree of hearing lossin sudden deafness patients].
Objective:Through analysis of the clinical data for different degree of hearing loss in patients with sudden deafness,to learn the relationship between degree of hearing loss and therapeutic effect.Method:By selecting for nearly three years 264 cases of patients with sudden deafness hospitalized in our department,we classified them by the level of hearing loss,to comparatively analyze the therapeutic effect on different degree of hearing loss in patients with sudden deafness.Result:The more severe the degree of low-frequency hearing loss,the worse the therapeutic effect.In all frequency sudden deafness,there were no clinically significant in mild and moderate sudden deafness(P>0.05);The cure rate and effective rate among mild,moderate and total sudden deafness are statistically significant(P<0.05),and between severe and total sudden deafness recovery rate are statistically significant(P<0.05);and mild and severe as so(P<0.05),the rest are no statistical significance(P>0.05).Conclusion:The degree of hearing loss has important influence on the curative effect of sudden deafness.